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A PHOTOMETRIC VIEW OF THE REDSHIFT DISTRIBUTION OF
DUST-ENSHROUDED GALAXIES
Itziar Aretxaga1 and David H. Hughes1
RESUMEN
Describimos la aplicaci on de corrimientos al rojo fotom etricos basados en los ujos en reposo del infrarrojo
lejano{radio para derivar la distribuci on espacial de las galaxias rodeadas por polvo, oscurecidas  opticamente
que se detectan en los relevamientos de campos vac os cosmol ogicos submilim etricos de nueva generaci on.
ABSTRACT
We describe the application of photometric redshifts based on rest-frame FIR{radio wavelength uxes to derive
the spatial distribution of optically-obscured dust-enshrouded galaxies detected in the current generation of
blank-eld cosmological sub-mm surveys.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The next generation of wide-area extragalactic
submillimetre and millimetre (hereafter sub-mm)
surveys, for example from the Balloon-borne Large
Aperture Submillimetre Telescope (BLAST, Devlin
et al 2004), LABOCA on the Atacama Pathnder
Experiment (APEX2), the SCUBA2 camera3 on
the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) and
AzTEC on the Large Millimetre Telescope (LMT4),
will produce large samples ( 103   105) of distant,
luminous starburst galaxies. The dramatic increase
in the number of submillimetre detected galaxies re-
quiring follow-up observations makes it unreasonable
to expect that a large fraction of their obscured or
faint optical and IR counterparts will have unam-
biguous, spectroscopically-determined redshifts. An
alternative method to eciently and robustly mea-
sure the redshift distribution for large samples of
submillimetre galaxies is clearly necessary.
Given the underlying assumption that we are wit-
nessing high rates of star formation in these sub-
millimetre galaxies, then we expect them to have
the characteristic FIR peak and steep submillime-
tre (Rayleigh-Jeans) spectrum which is dominated
by thermal emission from dust heated to tempera-
tures in the range  20   70K by obscured young,
massive stars. The observed radio{FIR luminosity
correlation in local starburst galaxies (e.g. Helou
et al. 1985), that links the radio synchrotron emis-
1Instituto Nacional de Astrof sica,  Optica y Electr onica,
Tonantzintla, Puebla, M exico.
2www.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/div/mm/apex/
3www.roe.ac.uk/ukatc/projects/scubatwo/index.html
4www.lmtgtm.org
sion from supernova remnants with the later stages
of massive star formation, is also expected to apply
to the submillimetre galaxies.
Thus, in recent years, a considerable amount of
eort has been invested in assessing the accuracy
with which these broad continuum features in the
spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of submillime-
tre galaxies at rest-frame mid-IR to radio wave-
lengths can be used to provide photometric-redshifts
(e.g. Hughes et al. 1998, Carilli & Yun 2000).
2. PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFT TECHNIQUE
In a contribution to this general investigation
Hughes et al. (2002) described a Monte Carlo (MC)
photometric method to determine the redshift of a
sub-mm source from its 250{850m colours, taking
into account constraining prior information on the
obscured galaxy population as a whole, such as the
number counts of sub-mm sources, the favored evo-
lutionary model of the sub-mm population, and the
amplication and clustering properties of a certain
eld.
We only oer a brief summary of the technique
here. We generate a catalogue of 60m luminosities
and redshifts for mock galaxies from an evolution-
ary model for the 60m luminosity function that ts
the observed 850m number-counts. Randomly se-
lected template SEDs are drawn from a library of
local starbursts, ULIRGs and AGN, to provide FIR{
radio uxes. The uxes of the mock galaxies include
both photometric and calibration errors, consistent
with the quality of the observational data for the sub-
mm galaxy detected in a particular survey. We reject
from the catalogue those mock galaxies that do not
60T
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THE REDSHIFT DISTRIBUTION OF DUST-ENSHROUDED GALAXIES 61
respect the detection thresholds and upper-limits of
the particular sub-mm galaxy under analysis. The
redshift probability distribution of a sub-mm galaxy
is then calculated as the normalized distribution of
the redshifts of the mock galaxies in the reduced cat-
alogue, weighted by the likelihood of identifying the
colours and uxes of each mock galaxy with those of
the sub-mm galaxy in question. In order to quantify
the sensitivity of the individual redshift distributions
on the assumed evolutionary history of the sub-mm
galaxy population, we consider a variety of mod-
els that are able to reproduce the observed 850m
number-counts within the uncertainties.
Fig. 1 shows, as an example, the resulting red-
shift distribution for the brightest sub-mm source,
HDF850.1, in a survey area towards the Hubble Deep
Field (Hughes et al. 1998) which has extensive multi-
wavelength coverage and, so far, no published spec-
troscopic redshift.
3. ACCURACY OF PHOTOMETRIC
REDSHIFTS
Over the last two years an increasing number of
optical and IR spectroscopic redshifts have been pub-
lished for sub-mm sources (Chapman et al. 2003,
2005, Simpson et al. 2004), enhancing substantially
the number of sources available for checking the relia-
bility of photometric estimates. These spectroscopic
redshifts are obtained with the aid of deep 1.4GHz
interferometry data that helps to identify the opti-
cal/IR counterpart of the sub-mm emission.
We have recently performed a check on the
photometric redshift accuracy using a sample of
15 sub-mm galaxies with reliable available spectro-
scopic redshifts among those published (Aretxaga et
al. 2005). Fig. 2 shows the photometric-redshift
spectroscopic-redshift regression plot for those 12
sources that have at least one robust colour based
on two or more detections ( 3) in the radio-mm-
FIR regime. The remaining 3 sources have a robust
detection at only one wavelength and various upper-
limits and hence are not included in Fig. 2.
Among the photometric redshifts based on at
least two colours (with well measured uxes, i.e. 
3, in three or more bands) the submillimetre galaxy
which departs most clearly from the zphot = zspec
line is N2850.1 (zphot   zspec = 2:01). Our photo-
metric redshift of N2850.1, using the most recent
upper limit at 1.2mm together with the 450, 850m
and 1.4GHz uxes, is zphot = 2:81:0
0:3 at a 68% con-
dence level, and zphot = 2:81:0
0:8 at a 90% level.
These values are strongly inconsistent with the op-
tical spectroscopic redshift (zspec = 0:840) reported
Fig. 1. Top: Redshift probability distribution of
HDF850.1. Bottom: The observed SED of HDF850.1
normalised to the ux density at 850m is shown as
squares (detections) and arrows (3 upper limits). The
template SEDs (lines) are redshifted to the mode of
the resulting redshift probability distribution, z = 4:1,
coming from the MC. The template SEDs at this red-
shift, compatible within 3 error bars with the SED of
HDF850.1, are displayed as darker lines.
by (Chapman et al. 2003). This is not surprising
as there has already been considerable debate over
whether the optical identication for this sub-mm
source is correct. The optical spectrum and red-
shift originally published by Chapman et al. (2002),
led these authors to argue that the optically-bright
galaxy coincident (within  0:200) with the radio po-
sition of N2850.1 was possibly a foreground galaxy
that lenses the sub-mm source. This argument was
based primarily on the fact that the temperature of
the dust emission TD = 23  5 K deduced for the
sub-mm source at the optical spectroscopic redshift
was 4 below that of the local dusty galaxies with the
same intrinsic luminosity. In Chapman et al. (2003),
N2850.1 has a revised temperature of 16
+4:1
 2:2 K or 6
below the temperature distribution of local analogs,
and colder than SMM22173+0014, which Chapman
et al. (2002) also claim is lensed.
It is clear therefore that among the sources con-
sidered here, N2850.1 is the most likely example of
a bright sub-mm source produced by gravitational
lensing by an intermediate redshift galaxy, analogousT
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62 ARETXAGA & HUGHES
to the case of HDF850.1 studied in detail by Dunlop
et al. (2004). Proving this beyond doubt remains a
challenge, as astrometric information of the quality
available to Dunlop et al. (2004) does not yet exist
for N2850.1.
Whatever the correct explanation for its proper-
ties, it is obvious that N2850.1 is an unusual source,
being the only object in the sample of 15 galaxies
which cannot be t by any of our SED templates
when redshifted to z = 0:840. For the sake of trans-
parency and completeness in what follows we there-
fore quote the overall accuracy of the redshift estima-
tion procedure both with and without the inclusion
of N2850.1 in the statistical calculations.
3.0.1. Overall accuracy of photometric redshifts
In general the agreement between photometric
and spectroscopic redshifts is encouraging. The
three sources for which photometric-redshifts are
based on a solid detection ( 3) at only one wave-
length, however, are the least precise due to insu-
cient photometric constraints. We note however that
they are still formally consistent with their associ-
ated spectroscopic redshifts.
Despite the strong suspicion that N2850.1 is a
lensed SCUBA galaxy at a redshift z  zopt = 0:840,
even if we include N2850.1 in our analysis the rms
dispersion about zphot = zspec is z = 0:38. This
result considers only those 10/15 sub-mm galaxies
with at least two measured colours based on 3 or
more  3 detections in the radio{mm{FIR regime.
The precision signicantly improves to z = 0:20 if
we exclude N2850.1. Extending this analysis to the
12/15 sources with at least one colour determined
from detections at two or more bands, the measured
mean accuracy of the photometric redshifts in the
range 0:5 < z < 4 is z = 0:42 and z = 0:28, in-
cluding and excluding N2850.1, respectively. Finally
if we also include sources with only upper-limits in
the colours (for example a single submillimetre de-
tection with a non-detection at radio wavelengths),
we measure z = 0:48 and z = 0:37, including and
excluding N2850.1, respectively.
The comparison presented here provides reassur-
ance that, by allowing the variety of local template
SEDs to be selected at random, which are then
scaled to the required FIR luminosity to populate
the evolving luminosity function, we have oered
the photometric-redshift method a library of galaxies
with a suciently broad range of dust-temperatures,
SED shapes, levels of star formation and AGN ac-
tivity from which to nd a solution.
Fig. 2. Comparison of photometric-redshifts, using
model le2 as a prior (see Aretxaga et al. 2003, 2005) and
the true redshifts for the 12 sub-mm sources with at least
one robust radio/sub-mm/far-infrared colour. The dia-
monds represent the most probable mode derived from
100 Monte Carlos calculated for each object using model
le2. The solid error bars represent the range of modes
(68% condence level) measured in the corresponding
redshift distributions of the 100 realizations, and the dot-
ted lines show the 68% condence interval of a represen-
tative redshift distribution for each object. Sources rep-
resented in black (in increasing redshift: N1{40, N2850.1,
N1{64, HR10, N2850.4, N2850.2, SMMJ14011+0252 ,
LE850.6, SMMJ02399 0136 and LE850.18), have photo-
metric redshifts derived from measurements ( 3) in at
least three passbands of the radio{mm{FIR regime with
the addition of some upper limits, and are the most pre-
cise estimates. Sources represented in dark grey (in in-
creasing redshift: CUDSS14.18, SMMJ02399{0134) have
photometric redshifts derived from measurements ( 3)
in just two passbands and some additional upper limits.
4. RESULTS FOR THE POPULATION
The cumulative redshift distribution for the sub-
mm galaxy population is simply the coaddition of
the individual probability distributions. We have in-
cluded in this calculation of the cumulative distri-
bution only those 50 sub-mm sources identied in
already published wide-area blank-eld SCUBA sur-
veys with  3:5 signicance (Aretxaga et al. 2003).
Half of the sources in complete ux-limited sub-mm
samples, such as these, have only a single 850m
detection with one, or more, additional upper-limits
at other wavelengths. Since the redshift distribu-
tions of these sources are the most dependent on the
priors used, the interpretation of the combined red-
shift distributions should be based on the range of
results given by the dierent evolutionary models.T
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THE REDSHIFT DISTRIBUTION OF DUST-ENSHROUDED GALAXIES 63
Fig. 3. Cumulative redshift distribution for the popula-
tion of 50 sub-mm galaxies detected in wide-area blank-
eld surveys. The dierent lines represent dierent evo-
lutionary models assumed for the sub-mm galaxy popu-
lation in the MC (Aretxaga et al. 2003).
This analysis implies that 50 { 90% of the sub-mm
galaxies lie between z  2   4. This result is in
agreement with the latest redshift distributions de-
rived from optical/IR spectroscopic follow-up of sub-
mm sources with radio counterparts (Chapman et
al. 2005). The remainder of the galaxies,  10%,
lie at z < 2. Fig. 3 also shows that  50% of the
galaxies have colours that are also consistent with
z > 4. Most of these are detected only at 850m,
and not at 1.4GHz or any other sub-mm band. The
upper limits at other wavelengths do not usually help
to constrain their redshifts between 2  z  10,
and hence their probability distributions are very
at in those regimes. Shorter-wavelength sub-mm
data (250 500m) from a future balloon-borne ex-
periment, BLAST (Devlin et al. 2004), will provide
powerful additional constraints (z  0:5) on the
redshift distribution of all the sub-mm galaxies at
z > 2 (Hughes et al. 2002).
5. SHADES
The SCUBA Half Degree Survey (SHADES) is
a major new blank eld extragalactic sub-mm sur-
vey currently underway at the James Clerk Maxwell
Telescope (JCMT). The SHADES consortium con-
sists of nearly the entire UK cosmology community
coupled with the BLAST collaboration, and other
researchers from Mexico, USA, Spain, Italy and Aus-
tria. SHADES is designed to cover half a square de-
gree to a 4 depth of 8 mJy at 850m, evenly split
between two elds, the Subaru/XMM-Newton Deep
I. Aretxaga and D. H. Hughes: Instituto Nacional de Astrof sica,  Optica y Electr onica, Luis Enrique Erro 1,
Tonantzintla, Puebla, M exico. (itziar, dhughes@inaoep.mx).
eld (SXDF, 02h 18m,  05o) and the Lockman Hole
East (10h 52m, +57o), and to provide a statistically
meaningful sample of at least a few hundred sub-mm
galaxies. The two survey areas have been selected
on the basis of low galactic confusion at sub-mm
wavelengths, and a wealth of existing or anticipated
supporting multi-frequency data from radio to X-ray
wavelengths. BLAST will provide the short sub-mm
data that can constrain the position of the FIR peak
in these high-z galaxies, and thus increase the accu-
racy of their photometric redshifts.
Preliminary maps from SHADES acquired at the
JCMT since December 2002 are provided by Dunlop
(2005), and the detailed strategy of survey planning
and analysis is presented elsewhere (Mortier et al.
2005). With 40% completion the survey has identi-
ed 130 new sources, conrmed by four independent
reductions carried out by the consortium, the ma-
jority of which have VLA and Spitzer counterparts
(Dunlop 2005).
The survey has three main aims: to investigate
the population of high-redshift mm galaxies to derive
the history of star formation enshrouded by dust; to
derive the clustering properties of sub-mm selected
galaxies in order to determine whether these objects
could be the progenitors of present-day massive el-
lipticals; and thirdly to determine the fraction of
sources that harbour active galactic nuclei. The fea-
sibility of acheiving sucient photometric redshift
precision to meet the rst two goals have been shown
in detail by Hughes et al. (2002) and van Kampen
et al. (2005).
This work has been supported by CONACyT
grants 39548-F and 39953-F.
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